On Elon Musk Buying Twitter: Is Free Speech Finally Back?
The Organic Consumers Association and I personally have maintained Twitter accounts over the years, but we have been forced to censor our tweets or be “de-platformed” by the Twitter censors, ever since 2020. We look forward to expanding our uncensored Twitter communications and audience of the next few months. Unfortunately, Google, YouTube, Facebook, and PayPal are still shadow banning and threatening us. Meanwhile, we are continuing to press our lawsuit against Senator Elizabeth Warren after she illegally pressured Amazon, Barnes and Noble, and other booksellers to censor and depress the sales of my 2021 book, The Truth About COVID-19.
Russell Brand talks about the implications of Elon Musk buying Twitter, and the potential of “free speech” and open debate returning to social media.
Watch here: https://orgcns.org/3T3zrG

Toxic Agrochemicals and EPA Corruption
Carey Gillam reports:
“Today The Guardian and The New Lede published the third story in the series about paraquat and Parkinson’s disease - a look into why so many independent scientists say there is a clear association between the common weed killer and the dreaded brain disease, but regulators disagree...
Records show that one of the EPA officials signing off on that EPA paraquat assessment had come to the EPA from an industry position. Biologist Kristin Rickard served at the time as the acting branch chief for the EPA risk assessment branch evaluating paraquat. Before joining the EPA, Rickard worked for CropLife America, the powerful Washington-based lobbying organization that represents the pesticide industry.
“CropLife’s entire purpose is to get the pesticide industry whatever it wants,” said Nathan Donley, environmental health science director at the Center for Biological Diversity. “Someone from that world should not be making decisions that have such an enormous impact on public health.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3U1pvRi

Journalism in Crisis—The War on Dissent
Whitney Webb reports:
“With each passing day, it seems that Journalism is becoming less of a profession and more of a war zone. Indeed, the difference between journalism and ‘information warfare’ is becoming increasingly difficult to pinpoint.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3DWcPWq

Mexico Banning GMOs, U.S. GMO Corn Imports, and Glyphosate
One of the coalitions that OCA’s sister organization, Via Organica, works with, Sin Maiz No Hay Pais (“Without Corn There Is No Country”) has demonstrated the power of over 300 organizations successfully working together, utilizing public education, GMO boycotts, and litigation. Despite tremendous pressure from Monsanto/Bayer and the U.S. government, the Mexican federal government, led by the MORENA (Movement for the National Regeneration of Mexico) is remaining firm in its ban on the commercial cultivation of GMO corn and soybeans, implementing the phase-out of GMO corn imports for animal feed, a total ban on glyphosate use by January 2024, and making “agroecology” or organic farming the fundamental basis for Mexican agriculture.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3U1NeRi

The Real Origins of COVID-19 and the Continuing Government & Deep State Cover-Up
OCA’s U.S. Political Director, Alexis Baden-Mayer has become a leading researcher, writer, and podcaster on the origins of COVID-19 and the machinations of Military-Big Pharma industrial complex that lie at the root of recent outbreaks and bioweapon releases (Lyme’s Disease, Anthrax, Ebola) as well as the recent COVID “pandemic.”
As Alexis writes on Substack:
“Personally, I’ve come to the conclusion that SARS-CoV-2 is a bioweapon.
I believe it was developed and released by people who make use of governments but aren’t especially patriotic. They might be paid by their countries, but they don’t really work for them. They work for the interests of corporations and billionaires.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3UrYo1P

The Engineered Food Crisis
Colin Todhunter writes:
“...agri firms like Bayer, Syngenta (ChemChina) and Corteva cynically regard current circumstances as an opportunity to promote their agenda and seek commercialization of unregulated and improperly tested genetically engineered (GE) technologies.
These companies have long promoted the false narrative that their hybrid seeds and their GE seeds, along with their agrochemicals, are essential for feeding a growing global population. This agenda is orchestrated by vested interests and career scientists - many of whom long ago sold their objectivity for biotech money - lobby groups and disgraced politicians and journalists.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3sUTXnP